
Pooka's Page for Grownups
With our last issue, Liliane Grenier who creates the marvelous
coloring pages for you was also on the verge of producing her latest
creation - a new baby!

Wee Simon has been born and now Liliane is taking some well-
deserved time off with this totally adorable new member of her
family.  So, we hope you'll understand why her page from last year is

a repeat.  We think you'll enjoy coloring it all over again.

But, just in case, Carolina Gonzalez, who's done some of our favorite coloring pages in the past,
happened stepped forward with a new one for this issue.

Just as in our last issue, when Christine was unable to do her Rune column and so many of our
Team suddenly appeared with rune articles of their own, sometimes it seems magical the way
things work out.  Thanks, Carolina.  Your intuitive timing was, as always, perfect!

And, speaking of help, Carmen had plenty when creating her Ritual page for this issue.  Her
young nieces, Gina and Catie, ages 10 and 8 respectively, were visiting and very excited to take
part.  In fact, they actually wrote the invocations themselves!

Afterwards, they were heard explaining to another aunt that " Samhain is another name for
Halloween and it is not just about candy and masks; it’s about sweet memories of people and
pets you loved."
Truer words were never spoken...

Pooka, the Team and I all join in wishing you a magical
Samhain filled with both treats and sweet memories.

Lora



Also known as: Halloween, All Hallow’s Eve, Shadow Fest, Night of Remembering
Samhain (pronounced “Sowain” or “Sowhen”) means the “end of summer” and harkens back to the days of the
ancient Celts when the year was divided in two parts – the warm half, or “summer”. It is a “between” time
when communication with the spirits is much easier and many forms of divination are used. Many Pagan
families set aside a night for remembering ancestors, family, friends or pets that have crossed over to the
Summerland.
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Nathan's Wonderful Idea

Elsie was just putting an apple pie in the oven when she heard the front door of the cottage bang
open.  It quickly slammed shut again and boots pounded down the hallway. She closed the oven
door and called out, "Hi Nathan!"  She turned just as the boy appeared in the entry to the kitchen.
He was grinning from ear to ear.
"Where's Pooka?" he demanded.
"Out playing with Edgar the Crow," said Elsie.  "Why?"
"Because I have a great idea!"  Nathan plopped down at the table.  "You know how every
Samhain Pooka gets all jumpy and starts looking for places to hide?  He's afraid of ghosts!  So, I
was thinking you could just put a protection spell around the cottage and then he wouldn't be
scared!"
"But, Nathan..." Elsie began.
"No, really!  You're a powerful witch.  You could do it!" exclaimed the boy.
Elsie tried again.  "But, Nathan..."
He stopped her with a shake of his head.  "It would be easy.  I saw this movie where these kids
used a ring of salt to protect themselves from.... well, in the movie, it was from witches.  But I
bet it would work with ghosts!  You could just put a big ring of salt around the outside of the
cottage!"
Elsie leaned back against the kitchen sink and folded her arms.  "That would kill the plants in my
garden," she told him.
"Oh." Nathan stared at the floor glumly for a moment, but then quickly recovered his enthusiasm.
"Well, I bet you know lots of protection spells that won't kill the plants!"
"Of course I do," Elsie said.
Nathan jumped up from the table.  "Let's get busy then!  It's almost Samhain ..."
"But, Nathan..."
"Elsie!  If there's Anything we can do to help Pooka feel safer, we need to at least try!  And I'll
help you."
The little witch looked at her friend's earnest face and smiled.  "Okay.  Let's go to the Herb
Room."
On their way, Elsie had made a quick detour into the parlor and grabbed a spool of red thread
from her sewing basket.
"What's that for?" asked Nathan.
"You'll see," said Elsie.

Elsie's Herb Room was at the back of the cottage.  There was a dutch half door at one end that
opened onto the garden and another door at the other end that led in and out of the cottage.  It
was this latter door that they used now.
Once they were there, Elsie pulled a large glass jar  from the shelves that lined the walls.



"Rowan twigs," she told Nathan.  "Sacred to the Goddess and very Magical for protection.  What
I want you to do is take some of the twigs and break them into equal lengths.  Then use them to
form a pentagram."
"I can do that," nodded Nathan.
"Then bind it with the thread, wrapping it nine times around each joint or connection and then
tying each one with three knots."
"Why so many?" Nathan asked.  "Wouldn't just a few times do it?"

"Numbers are very magical," the witch told him.  "The numbers 3 and 9 are also sacred to the
Goddess."
Nathan went to work on the pentagram.  As he did, Else lit a white candle and some incense and
placed them both on the wooden work table.
When he was finished, the witch cast a circle of power, then held the little rowan pentagram high
in the air with both hands.  Solemnly, she recited:

Rowan Tree and red thread
Hearken to the words now said

Protect our cottage from all bane
And do this in the Lady's Name.

"What does 'bane' mean?" asked Nathan.
"Something that can hurt you," Elsie told him..  She then continued her chant:

Three times three, the threads are wound
Three more times, the knots are bound,

Against all ill, Against all fear,
That only Good may Enter here.

"What do you mean: "ill".  This isn't anything to do with Pooka getting sick," objected Nathan.
"It's an old term that means anything bad," Elsie said impatiently.  "Now, stop interrupting!"

Thus the spell is spoke by me
And as I will so mote it be.

"Okay, that felt pretty strong," said Nathan after Elsie had taken down her circle.  "It made the
hairs on my neck stand up."
Elsie handed him the Rowan pentagram and said, "Now, hang this over the outside of the front
door."

Just then, Pooka bounded through the open top half-door from the garden. He leaped onto the
table and greeted them cheerfully.  "Hi! Whatcha doing?"
"We just made an amulet to protect you from ghosts this Samhain," said Nathan proudly.
The cat sat and cocked his head quizzically to one side.  "Why?" he asked.
"Because you're afraid of ghosts," Nathan told him.
"No, I'm not," said Pooka.
Nathan held up his hand.  "Now, Pooks, it's nothing to be ashamed of.  Lots of people  are afraid
of ghosts."
"I'm not a person.  I'm a cat," Pooka pointed out.  "And ghosts don't bother me. I like ghosts!"
Nathan looked at Elsie with raised eyebrows.  "I tried to tell you," she shrugged.



The boy scratched his head and asked, "Well. if ghosts are okay, then what does have you
running around and hiding every Samhain?"
Pooka looked a little uncomfortable and decided this was a good time to wash the base of his tail.
"Trick or Treaters," he mumbled into his fur.
"What?!" Nathan exclaimed.  "But those are just kids in costumes!  And you LIKE kids!"
"Yes, but when they're in costumes and pounding on the door and yelling, they're really scary!"
Nathan  sighed and said to Elsie, "I don't suppose you have anything for Protection against Trick
or Treaters?"
The little witch nodded. "I just give them treats!" she grinned.





Samhain Breakfast
Samhain morning deserves a special breakfast, right?  How about Pumpkin Pancakes with hot Cider
Syrup?   You'll probably need a grownup to help you make this, but it will be worth it. It's one of Pooka's
favorite treats!

Pumpkin Pancakes

In a large bowl, stir 2 cups flour, 2 teaspoons baking powder, 1 tsp baking soda, 1/2 teaspoon salt, 2
teaspoons cinnamon, 3 teaspoons pumpkin pie spice, and (optional but yummy)  a handful of chocolate
chips.

Then, dump into a blender: 1 1/4 cups pureed pumpkin, 1/3 cup brown sugar, 1 egg, 3 Tablespoons oil,
and 1 1/2 cups whole milk.  Blend it on high for about 45 seconds until combined. (You can whisk it by
hand or use a hand mixer but a blender works best.

Pour the wet ingredients into the dry ingredients and stir gently until *just* combined. Yes, the batter is
supposed to be thick. Do not thin it out.

Use about 1/4 cup batter for each pancake and cook each side on a hot griddle generously coated with
melted butter.

*Elsie Says: Instead of pumpkin pie spice, you may use 1/2 teaspoon ground nutmeg, 1/2 teaspoon
ground cloves, and 1 teaspoon ground allspice.

Hot Cider Syrup: Put all the ingredients in a saucepan and simmer, uncovered, over low
heat for 15 minutes.

1 1/2 c. apple cider
1 c. brown sugar
1 c. corn syrup
2 oz. butter
2 tbsp. lemon juice
1/8 tsp. cinnamon
1/8 tsp. nutmeg
Grated zest from 1 lemon
2 apples, peeled, cored & finely diced



Pumpkin
Pumpkins are easy to grow, although they do like to sprawl out and take a lot of room. They're also
super nutritious and packed with wonderful stuff for growing bodies like yours.  Best of all - they're
yummy!  Just think of pumpkin pie or creamy pumpkin soup. How about pumpkin bread or, Pooka's
favorite - pumpkin pancakes!

BUT, did you know that pumpkins are also healing?

A decoction (strong tea) of the plant's leaves can help a fever go away.

Eating pumpkin is a good thing to do when you're "stopped up" and have trouble pooping. (Even Pooka
knows how uncomfortable that can be!)  That's because pumpkins are a gentle, but effective laxative
that do the job without making your tummy cramps worse.

When smashed up and applied on the skin, pumpkins are good for lots of things from pimples to burns.
Scientists have discovered that just one handful of  pumpkin seeds is loaded with something called
"Tryptophan".  ('Trip-toe-fan' Can you say that?)  It's a natural chemical that relaxes you,  puts you in a
good mood and makes you feel happy!

 But that's not the only thing that makes pumpkins fun.  They're also quite magical!

Your pumpkin may not turn into a  magic coach for you to ride in (as one did for Cinderella).  But it will,
when magically carved and then lit, either  guard your home on .Samhain or act as a beacon for Loved
Ones from the Other Side of the Veil to find their way back for a visit.



The Noble Pumpkin - A  Guardian and Guide

On Samhain, the Veil between this world and the Other World is thin.  The spirits of those who've
crossed over find it easier to step through and come for a visit.  That's why Samhain/Halloween is a night
traditionally associated with ghosts.
Since the very most ancient times, people have  placed a lit candle in the window at night to guide a
loved one home through the darkness.
On Samhain, Elsie likes to use lit jack o' lanterns for this purpose.

Loved Ones Light Spell - She mixes marjoram (a kitchen herb of love and
friendship) , powdered clove (as a catalyst) with honey (for sweetness) and rose oil for love .  She
smears some of this potion on the inside of a hollowed out pumpkin and
then carves a happy, smiling face into it while reciting this chant:

Blessed pumpkin, show the way
for friends and family gone away

Shine your light upon the trail
leading from beyond the Veil

To we who love them here at home.
On Samhain Eve when spirits roam.

Pooka, however, prefers a different spell.  He convinced Elsie to come up with this one to protect him
against the trick or treaters:

Pumpkin Guardian Enchantment - Grind
together into a powder:  bay leaves for power and protection,
rosemary for  purification and protection,  and cinnamon as a
catalyst.  (Yes, real little witches do use blenders!)
Add a bit of  honey to bind the herbs and the spell.
Smear this concoction on the inside of an emptied pumpkin.  Then,
as you carve a fierce looking face on your pumpkin , say:

Samhain Guardian, on this night,
I give you eyes to lend you sight.

And with this mouth, you will warn me
If anything comes that looks scary!

By my will, you will abide
So I have time to run and hide!



A Letter from Scotland -

Dear Little Witches,

It’s that special time of year again. Samhain is here and we

honour our ancestors. It is a time for thinking about those

who came before us and who live on in us through the

special magic of genes. Genes are a bit like a magic message

and they carry a pattern that helps make us who we are.

We get half our pattern from our mothers and the other

half from our fathers. And they got half their patterns from

their mothers and fathers, your grand-parents. These

patterns carry on through all the generations of people in

your family, which is why sometimes an older relative will tell you that you have great-aunt Myrtle’s

nose or Grandpa Ray’s eyes. You haven’t really got bits that belonged to them; it’s just the pattern of

your family repeating itself. All these people live on in your genes and that is why people in families

often look like each other.

One of the things that Pooka likes to think about at Samhain is the number of ancestors he has. Cats can

have kittens every year, sometimes more than one litter and cat ancestors can be too many to count.

Pooka likes to make us think about the numbers and sits there with a smug smile on his face, watching

us trying to make some sense of the amount of cat ancestors he has.

It’s a bit easier to do this counting with people, mostly because we are people, not cats, but it can still

make your head hurt at times. Just think back around 150 years, to the time of your great-great-great-

great grandparents.  How many people in that time helped to make you? Have a little look:

    1 You

2 Parents

4 Grandparents

8 Great-Grandparents

16 Great –great -Grandparents

32 Great great-great-Grandparents

64 Great great-great-great-Grandparents

How Many? 126 people!



That’s a whole lot of people in only 150 years. We all have a huge number of ancestors going back

through time and little bits of their magic messages live on in us. That’s something to think about this

Samhain when we honour them all.

Pooka doesn’t think this is anything to boast about though. As he pointed out, go back 150 years and

cats have thousands of ancestors, 126 doesn’t seem much to brag about. Silly cat!

Pooka then asked me a serious question: why do we die? He wasn’t happy with my answering with

another question when I asked him why we are born.

‘We just are,’ he replied.

Well, yes, Pooka – and that’s why we die too. It’s part of the life circle, part of the dance of life. I know

sometimes death seems scary, especially when you are only little and haven’t been here long.  But

Pooka, we need Death as much as we need Life – one cannot exist without the other.

Pooka looked at me as if I was crazy. I decided to tell him an old story, one that comes from the

Travelling People of Scotland, one told round their campfires to help children understand Death:

***

Once upon a long time ago, a boy named Jack lived in a lovely cottage by the sea with his Grand-mother.

Jack’s parents had died when he was a baby and his Grand-mother brought him up. She was the most

important person in Jack’s world. The lived simply, kept hens for eggs, grew vegetables and kept a cow

for her milk. Jack liked to poke around on the beach to see what he could find and he often brought

driftwood home for the fire. Jack liked his life in the cottage and he loved his Grand-mother dearly.

One morning, Jack got up and he was most surprised to find the kitchen

empty and his Grand-mother still in bed. That was not like her at all, so he

knocked on her bedroom door. He found his grand-mother still in bed,

looking very sick indeed. Jack said he would go along the beach to the next

village to find the herb-woman to see if she could make his Grand-mother

better.

Jack set off, but as he walked along the beach, he saw a strange figure

walking towards him. The figure was tall. The figure wore a long, dark robe

with a darker hood pulled over his face. The figure carried a scythe.



In horror, Jack recognised the shape. It was Death himself.

‘Good morning,’ said Death, ‘Can you tell me if I am on the right path to the cottage where Jack’s Grand-

mother lives?’

‘Why do you want to know, Old Man?’ asked Jack.

‘I have business with Grand-mother,’ said Death. ‘It is her time and she must come with me.’

On hearing this, Jack roared: ‘You’re not taking her!’ and he swung a punch at Death, grabbed his scythe

and broke it on some rocks on the beach.

‘This isn’t a good idea!’ shouted Death.

‘No?’ said Jack, as he swung another punch at Death.

And Jack noticed that every time he punched Death, Death became smaller and smaller. Eventually,

Death was no bigger than a few grains of sand in Jack’s fist.

Jack looked around him and spotted the shell of a hazelnut bobbing on the water’s edge. Jack grabbed it

and pushed Death into the shell through a small hole. Jack then blocked up the hole with a bit of stick

and threw the hazelnut into the sea. ‘Let Manannan take care of you, Death, and leave my grand-

mother alone!’

With that, Jack ran back to the cottage. He was delighted to see his Grand-mother up and about in her

kitchen, looking as healthy as she normally did.

‘Morning, Jack,’ she said. ‘Go fetch some eggs from the hens and I’ll make scrambled eggs for breakfast.’

Jack did as he was told and collected half-a-dozen eggs from underneath the hens.

As if that morning hadn’t been weird enough, it suddenly became a lot weirder. His Grand-mother

began to make the scrambled eggs by cracking them against a bowl. Only no matter how hard she tried,

the eggs just would not break. She tapped and she thwacked and she thumped, but those eggs stayed

whole.

She was annoyed but said, ‘These eggs must be rotten. Go fetch some vegetables from the garden. I will

make some nice soup for lunch.’

Again, Jack did as he was told and brought in a selection of vegetables from the garden.



His Grandmother fetched her chopping board and prepared to cut up the vegetables. But no matter

what she did, her knife would not cut through the vegetables and they stayed whole.

Grand-mother was really annoyed now and she said: ‘Jack, go see the herb-wife and see what she has to

say about this – it’s not right at all!’

Off Jack went, back along the beach towards the village where the herb-wife lived. As he came to the

village, he could see a big fuss in the streets. People were shouting and animals were running all over

the place. It was pandemonium. The butcher stood outside his shop, looking for all the world as if

someone had just stolen his senses.

‘What’s the matter, butcher?’ asked Jack.

‘You tell me,’ he said. ‘Not a single thing is working as it should do. There’s no meat, no vegetables, no

beer and no bread. Nothing works anymore.’

At this, Jack’s heart gave a jump. Could this be something to do with him? Could this be something to do

with his fight with Death?

Suddenly, Jack felt eyes upon him. He looked up and the herb-wife stood in front of him.

‘This is a fine mess,’ said the herb-wife. ‘Old Mr. Campbell is waiting to die and he can’t leave. Young

Mrs. Ogg is waiting to deliver a new baby and the babe can’t arrive. What have you done, Jack?’

Jack looked at the herb-wife. He knew there was no point in saying it was nothing to do with him; the

herb-wife was a witch and everyone knew there was no point in lying to a witch.  With a sigh, Jack told

her.

‘Well then,’ she said. ‘Nothing for it but to find Death and set him free. Maybe that will set the world

right again.’

‘But that will mean my Grandmother will die,’ said Jack, bleakly.

‘Maybe it will and maybe it won’t,’ answered the herb-wife. ‘We shall see what we shall see.’

Jack and the herb-wife returned to the beach.  Jack searched the water’s edge and eventually he found

the hazelnut shell with the stick in it. Sadly, he brought it to the herb-wife.

‘Jack,’ she said softly, ‘You know you have to set Death free. The world won’t work without him.’



As she spoke, she drew a pattern in the sand with a stick. Jack watched as a beautiful triple spiral

appeared.

‘This is an ancient symbol,’ said the herb-wife. ‘Its wisdom exists in many things and it has many lessons

to teach us. The lesson it needs to teach you now is the flow of life.’

And with that, the herb-wife traced over the arms of the spiral.

‘Past, present, future, ‘she said. ‘Land, sea and sky.  Life, death, re-

birth.  All of it ebbing and flowing, growing and dying, all to start

again. It’s the pattern of life, Jack. All of it moved around this

centre. And that centre never moves. Do you know what lies in

that centre, Jack?’

Jack shook his head.

‘Love,’ she said.

As Jack looked at the spiral, it seemed as if each of its arms was moving, flowing effortlessly into the

next arm.  Land-Sea-Sky; Past-Present-Future; Life-Death-Re-birth – all danced with each other and

flowed into each other and changed with time. As Jack watched, he understood what the herb-wife

showed him.  This was the pattern of life, of the world, as it flowed and moved. Nothing stood still. To

still it was to break the pattern and to stop its centre of love flowing along the three arms of the spiral.

With a sigh, Jack looked at the hazelnut shell in his hand. He knew what he had to do, even if it meant

his Grand-mother would have to leave life. With his other hand, he pulled out the stick that trapped

Death in a nut.

Death stood before them.

‘I am sorry,’ said Jack. ‘I did not understand before. All I knew was the pain and fear of losing my Grand-

mother. I will mend your scythe; it was not nice of me to break it.’ And with that, Death and Jack walked

back to the cottage, leaving the herb-wife and her spiral on the shore.

Jack’s heart was heavy but he kept his word and mended Death’s scythe.

Death took it from him and said, ’I thank you for this kindness. You have learned a lesson today, one that

is hard for people to learn. I, too, understand and will not visit your Grand-mother just yet.’ With that,

he vanished.



Jack ran into the cottage – imagine his joy when he found his beloved Grand-mother in her kitchen,

making scones!

Old Mr. Campbell happily went with Death that day. Young Mrs. Ogg delivered a fine baby girl and life

went on in its normal way. Death kept his promise and did not visit Jack’s Grand-mother for many more

years. When that time eventually came, Jack understood why.

***

Pooka liked this story very much and said it helped him too. He could see the pattern of life as well as

the pattern of genes.

I hope you liked it too and when you honour your ancestors this Samhain, remember the pattern of life

in the spiral, as well as the patterns of life in the magic messages we get from those ancestors in our

genes. Think back 150 years and imagine those 126 people whose love helped make you. Nothing ever

truly dies, it only moves to another part of the spiral. And always remember that Love stays behind.

Death does not take that away with him.

Samhain Blessings to you all.

Till next time,

Fiona Tinker



Jack-o-Lantern Loved Ones’ Ritual
by MommaWitch Carmen

Family Loved Ones’ Blessings by Gina Sanchez

Pet Loved Ones Blessings by Catie Sanchez

This will be a special ritual for Samhain/Halloween Sabbat in which you take
the time to remember all those you loved (including your pets) that have
died and are now in a place we call Summerland. The Summerland is a
special place where everyone waits to see their loved ones once again.
Some people call it heaven too.

My nieces Catie, 8 and Gina, 10, helped me to create this ritual for you.
They were excited to help and I had so much fun sharing this with them and
I know you will have fun sharing it with your family too.

So gather your mom, dad or friends around to help make some happy and
sweet memories.

Things you will need:
 Paper Jack-o-Lanterns
 Crayons or Markers
 Paper Cats
 Autumn Candy Mix with Candy Corn
 Dry leaves, twigs, acorns and flowers of the season
 A little icing for glue
 Scissors
 A cloth to put on your altar…any fall color is great…black, purple, brown, orange or a color you

think would work best.
 A little bit of sugar
 A battery candle

   Jack-O-Lanterns are very special at Samhain. We light them to let our loved ones know that we miss
them and we will always remember them. Color the jack-o-lanterns and, on each one, write the name of
someone you miss.  Don't forget pets - You can use the paw print jack-o-lanterns for them.  Then cut the
jack-o-lanterns out with scissors.

Cats are very lucky at Samhain especially black cats because they are black like the night and their eyes
glow in the dark. They love being petted and they have a beautiful purr. Color the cat except for his eyes.
(You have two cats to choose from) and then cut the cat out.

Put the cloth over your altar and then place your cat in the center .

Place your colored, paper pumpkins on the altar any where you like and decorate your altar with some
of the Autumn Candy Mix, a few Halloween decorations and the twigs and dry leaves you gathered from
outside.



Use your icing to glue a piece of
candy corn on each of the cat’s eyes.

 Place your battery candle by your cat.
Once you are happy with how your
altar looks sprinkle a little sugar on it
to shine like the stars and for more
sweet blessings and memories.

The candy corn makes your cat’s eyes glow and it is a sweet treat to eat later, along with your other
autumn candies, in honor of your loved ones. It helps you to remember all the sweet things they did for
you; maybe they loved to give great big hugs or baked delicious cookies. If you are thinking about a pet
you loved, maybe it will help you to remember their bark or purr or the way you loved petting their fur.
Samhain is all about the many happy and sweet memories you have.

As you sit or stand by your brightly colored jack-o-lanterns and the lucky black cat with the candy corn
eyes, light your battery candle. Then say or read these words and enjoy a sweet treat from your altar.

Family Loved Ones’ Blessing

I love the way that you would sit and watch me play,

And I want you to know I miss you each and every day.

So on Samhain I knew there was something special I could do,

I made this jack-o-lantern altar to say “I love you!”

So Mote It Be!

Pet Loved Ones’ Blessing

I smile when I think about the way we showed each
other love

I think about you every time I look at the stars above

I miss your bark; I miss your purr and the way you stared
up at me.

But when I think about all the fun we had I smile so
happily.

So Mote It Be!

When your ritual is over gather the leaves, twigs and a few pieces of candy from your altar and take
them outside to give back to Mother Earth and the little animals. You have made your loved ones very
happy!







The Magic of Plants at Samhain
by MommaWitch Carmen

The Magic of the Bare Trees

With a strong, blowing wind and even a gentle breeze

The leaves are down; they have fallen from the trees.

Bare and dark, some say they are old and have died,

But that is just not true; they still stand tall with pride.

As part of the third harvest the trees’ leaves fall to the ground.

But there is still so much life happening all around.

You may not see it but please remember that there is still magic right there,

Come spring the trees will blossom with leaves and they will rustle with the air.

But for now the leaves are decaying and becoming food for new plants.

The leaves are giving shelter to animals, insects, and yes, little ants.

The tree does not mind being bare or looking dead.

It knows that its roots are still living, continuing to spread.

Upon the autumn’s earth and the cooling, dark ground,

The tree only sees the beauty of fallen leaves of red, orange and brown.

So look up to that tree and give it a hug for all it’s worth.

In its autumn and winter resting, it still nurtures the earth!



The Magic of the Pumpkin Patch

Using a pumpkin for a jack-o-lantern brings magic to the night.

A pumpkin jack-o-lantern can make the darkness bright.

Scooping out the seeds to roast them is a very tasty treat;

Scooping out orange pulp to make a pie; yum, so delicious to eat.

But have you ever wondered about the pumpkins no one picks.

The ones in the pumpkin patch that don’t get carved or have candle wicks.

Do you think they just sit there feeling sad and blue?

Absolutely not, there is magic in those pumpkins too.

They become food for the animals, or the seeds are planted back in the ground

They spread their magic all around.

So watch for pumpkin magic when Samhain in near,

It is a special kind of magic that returns every year.



by Carolina Gonzalez



Jimmy Gets a Shock
by Evelien Roos

Jimmy, the hedgehog, used the last of the nice, “Indian Summer” days, to go and visit his friends in the
woods. Pauls’ sister must have had her babies by now, he reckoned. So he just sauntered off into the
woods and went looking for her den.

He found her, ferreting around, just outside the entrance. “Hello Stacy,” he greeted her.

Stacy looked up and snorted happily. “Jimmy! HI!”

He looked her up and down, a nodded. “I see you have had the babies! How are they?”

“Oh, just great! I lost one, but the other three are fine. Just got to keep myself fed, so they can make it
through the winter.”

Jimmy was a bit taken aback. He’d been living among the humans for such a while, that he forgot how
his kind had to survive. He shook himself mentally.

“Can I see them? Or are they still too young?"

Stacy chuckled. “No, of course you may! They are already two and a half weeks old! Their eyes are
opening already!” She scurried inside and Jimmy followed.

“Kids! Look! This is Uncle Jimmy. He was best of friends with your late Uncle Paul.”
Jimmy saw three tiny baby hedgehogs, grey skinned and with dark quills. They blinked at him sleepily
and he felt his heart warm up. So cute!

“This is Peter, Janice and James.” Stacy introduced them. Jimmy looked at each baby in turn and when
he looked James into his drowsy eyes, he got a jolt… Those eyes… seemed familiar…



“Momma,” piped up little James, “is it okay if we talk later after dinner? I am soooo tired.”

Again Jimmy was shocked. His tiny little baby voice sounded familiar too…just like Paul's!   As James
yawned widely, Jimmy took a surprised step backwards and breathed out in a huff.
Stacy looked at him. “Jimmy? Are you ok?”

Jimmy blinked, dazed by the thought that had struck him. “Er, no.. … I’m fine. I just…. Ehmm… I need to
go! Let the babies sleep, and then I’ll come back in a few days, when they are a bit older… and…ehrm,
and more awake.” Under the nonplussed stare of Stacy, he ran off.

Isobel was sitting in the last rays of the sun, when she saw Jimmy running up the garden path, as quick
as his tiny paws could carry him. Alarmed, she got up, crossed the last few yards between them and
scooped him up. Jimmy was trembling and he looked scared.

 “Jimmy! What happened???”

He blinked and looked up into her face. “It… it was Paul… The eyes, the voice, even the way he phrased
things…” and he passed out.

Later on, Isobel had put Jimmy in a box by the hearth, to recover. Isobel herself was out, doing a
Samhain ritual. She said he was excused, since he was not well.

Jimmy enjoyed feeling the warmth of the fire on his skin and dozed a bit, still pondering what he
thought he had seen, when he felt a familiar sensation. He looked up, and was glad to see the Cailleach,
sitting next to him, hands outstretched to the flames.

“Hello Jimmy,” she smiled.

“Hello…” he stammered. “To what do I owe the honour?”

She petted his back and said: “Remember Samhain, two years back? Your friend came to visit…”
Slowly, Jimmy nodded. He remembered… he also remembered that Paul had said he would be back,
someday, but although Jimmy might recognize him, he himself would not remember. Jimmy felt sad. It
was like having his best friend back, but without being able to share the good memories.

“Don’t be sad, dear heart.” the Cailleach said. “You just make sure James will have great NEW memories
with you. And you will have your friend, Paul, back, in a way.” She smiled a warm smile and patted his
back again.

A couple of days later, Jimmy went back to Stacy and the babies, and he played with them all. When he
got home, he told Isobel that he had a great time with his friends.



Samhain Ancestor Candle

Samhain is a time when the veil between worlds is very thin and we are able to commune and
celebrate with our ancestors and loved ones that have passed. You will learn how to make an
ancestor altar candle to honor and celebrate your loved ones for your Samhain altar.

What you will need:
 Large glass candle jar or mason jar
 Picture of your loved one
 Vellum printing paper (sold at most office

supply stores)
 Printer
 Lace trim, ribbon, floral stems, beads, or any

other items you would like to use to decorate
your candle jar

 Mod Podge glue
 All-purpose glue
 Sponge brush
 Scissors
 Tea-lite, or battery tea-lite candle

First, using a printer, size and copy your photo onto the vellum
paper so that it will fit the size of your candle jar. (You may
need to ask an adult for help on this one.) Then cut it out and
have it ready to put on your candle jar.

Next, apply a very thin layer of the Mod Podge glue with the
sponge brush to the side of your candle jar. Place the vellum
picture on the glue and press gently working out from the
center to get out any air pockets. Keep doing this as the glue
dries. The edges may start buckling and you may have a few
wrinkles in the picture, but don’t worry, it really adds to the
old world feel of the finished candle.



After you allow the glue to dry a bit, apply another thin layer of Mod Podge with the foam
brush over the picture to seal and protect it. Allow it to dry completely before decorating.

Now using all-purpose glue, or if you are old enough you may want to use a cool-tip hot glue
gun, add your ribbon, lace, and other decorations to your jar. Allow it to dry completely. Add
your tea-lite and see your loved ones beautifully illuminated on your Samhain altar.



Runes
by Christine Hostetler-Johnson

Can you believe that it's almost time for Samhain?  Everyone here is very
excited.  We have been decorating, having bonfires, enjoying the cooler
weather, and keeping our eyes peeled for the perfect pumpkins.  And with
pumpkins, that means JACK-O-LANTERNS!!!!!!  So what could be better that
to have fun with that along with our runes!?

Jack-o-Lanterns go back centuries, and there are so many stories and legends to go with
them.  The story that has been told in our family is that they were made and hung/placed in
places (windows, foot paths, door ways, barn enterances, in trees, etc.) to light the ways for our
loved ones that visit during this time of year when the veil is thin.  BUT, they didn't want to
invite the evil spirits; so, they would carve scary faces to scare
the evil spirits away.

FUN FACT: Did you know that some of the first Jack-O-Lanterns
were made of turnips, beets, gourds, potatoes, and rutabegas?
HONEST!!  Below is a pic of a very old Jack-O-Lantern made from
a turnip....pretty scary looking.

First, use a sharpie pen to draw on your pumpkin what ever face or shape you want.

Now, to make sure to keep away the bad spirits and invite the good ones; we're going to draw
some of our runes.  These will be totally up to you.  Some good ones could be your protection
runes.  (Example:  Eihwaz is good for calling/inviting good spirits & ancestors.)

Make them big enough so your grown up can help you carve them out.  You can put as many on
as you feel is needed, remember to evoke the runes by speaking their names and concentrating
on their meanings.

 Once you get everything scooped out, drawn out, carved out, and cleaned up; you can put your
candles in and light your Jack-O-Lanterns.  Remember to have fun!  Blessings my wee ones!!!

Till next time, HAPPY HALLOWEEN/BLESSED SAMHAIN

Christine



Elsie, cried Pooka, the trick or treaters

are coming.  I have to hide! Pooka sat behind a

pumpkin. I can still see your whiskers, said

Elsie. Pooka jumped inside the cauldron.

Your ears are poking up, said Elsie. So

Pooka crawled beneath a chair.  I'm afraid your

tail is sticking out, Elsie told him.  Where can I



hide? asked Pooka.   In my arms, said

Elsie. I'll protect you.

Be a good little witch.  See you next time!


